Background {#Sec1}
==========

Arterial stiffness (AS) assessed by pulse wave velocity (PWV) has been shown to represent a valuable biomarker of cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. PWV is considered to be the most validated method for noninvasive quantification of AS \[[@CR3]\]. It has been shown that carotid-femoral PWV as the gold standard method for determination the arterial stiffness is associated with higher CVD events in high risk \[[@CR4]\] and community-based samples \[[@CR5]\]. PWV is of special interest in the aorta, since AS outside the aortic track has limited predictive value, as shown in patients with end-stage renal disease \[[@CR6]\].

Propagative models consisting of a flexible tube are widely used to describe basic mechanical properties of central arterial vessels such as a finite traveling wave speed known as the PWV. Regional PWV is considered the gold standard measure of AS, given its strong prediction of adverse outcomes \[[@CR3]\]. It is generally measured using the so called transit-time (TT) method. This technique requires the recordings of two pulses (such as pressure-, flow- or distension-pulses) sampled with a common time base at different locations along the blood flow traveling pathway. Identifying the temporal shift, *Δ*t, among the pulses allows the calculation of the regional PWV, given as the traveling distance *Δ*s divided by the traveling time *Δ*t.

Depending on the type of recorded cardiac pulses, different modalities can be utilized to determine the PWV such as mechanotransducers sampling the pressure pulse \[[@CR7]\] or Doppler probes measuring blood flow \[[@CR8]\]. Although widely used, both methods are limited by inaccurate estimation of the distance *Δ*s, since the pulse traveling pathway is not directly accessible.

Cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) has several advantages over these methods: Pulse traveling distances can be measured precisely, since a three dimensional visualization of the vessel is possible, which also increases the reproducibility of locations in long term studies. Furthermore, imaging planes can be oriented perpendicular to the flow direction, increasing accuracy in determining vessel distensibility. Since phase-contrast cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (PC-CMR) allows the simultaneous acquisition of vessel wall morphology and blood flow, CMR is well suited to measure local parameters related to arterial stiffness such as distensibility and local PWV \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\].

Apolipoprotein E-deficient (ApoE ^(−/−)^)- mice are considered to be an important model of atherosclerosis, since they develop atherosclerotic lesions of morphology similar to those observed in humans \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. CMR and echocardiography have proven to be valuable techniques to investigate the evolution of arterial stiffening caused by atherogenesis in mice. Most of these techniques are limited to the evaluation of the regional PWV based on TT measurements and thus revealing only the mean stiffness of the included vessel segment \[[@CR13]--[@CR16]\].

Elastic properties of conduit arteries are known to vary from proximal to distal \[[@CR17]\]. In early atherosclerosis, lesions and subtle alterations in molecular and cellular structure are distributed heterogeneously along the vessel wall. Typical locations for early plaque development emphasize the need for the assessment of local elasticity parameters \[[@CR18]\]. Invasive examinations in human coronary arteries have shown that local and global coronary PWV can be different, in particular under vasodilation and hyperemia \[[@CR19]\].

Non-invasive CMR-techniques for the determination of the local PWV, like the Flow/Area (QA)-method became recently available and have shown to be more sensitive in revealing early atherogenetic changes than shown by morphological thickening \[[@CR20]--[@CR22]\].

These new techniques can only deliver local PWV values for one or two different locations within one examination and are therefore unable to monitor the distribution of local elasticities.

However, the full-sampled CINE-datasets comprise a high degree of data redundancy in the temporal dimension, making it particularly suitable to acceleration techniques such as k-t BLAST (Broad-use Linear Acquisition Speed-up Technique) \[[@CR23]\]. The PWV is calculated on the basis of mean linear temporal changes of the blood volume flow as a function of the cross sectional area. Therefore high temporal frequency components are less important, allowing for a high acceleration factor. The PWV calculation is less vulnerable to a high overlap of the point-spread functions in the xf-domain leading to temporal blurring \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\].

In the present work we propose an advanced method based on the QA-technique and 6-fold accelerated PC-CINE-CMR with k-t BLAST, facilitating the acquisition of a series of adjacent slices to determine the local PWV distribution along a certain vessel wall segment. To dispense with time consuming manual segmentations, we secondary propose a new semi-automatic segmentation technique to determine cross sectional area changes.

The new methods were compared to a previously presented method and subsequently applied to two groups of ApoE ^(−/−)^- and C57BL/6J-mice, respectively \[[@CR21]\].

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

PC-CMR pulse sequence {#Sec3}
---------------------

All measurements were performed using a 17.6 T ultra high-field system (Bruker Avance 750 WB, Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany), equipped with a 1 T/m gradient system and a home-built radio frequency (RF)-resonator in birdcage design (inner diameter: 27 mm). A series of 2D-FLASH localizers was applied in advance to navigate to the abdominal aorta. To measure the time course of the blood volume flow Q and the cross sectional area A, a high resolution PC-CINE-FLASH sequence was performed perpendicular to the abdominal aorta with through plane flow encoding as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} [a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Two flow encoding datasets (first gradient moment *M* ~1~ = ± 0.3 s/m) and one flow compensated dataset were acquired one at a time, to extract voxel-wise blood flow velocity values. Velocity information for each pixel was calculated by fitting a line to the phase data as a function of the first moments of the velocity encoding gradients. Acquisition of three instead of two different flow encoding steps allowed to estimate the error of the linear fit used to determine the velocity data. Velocity values based on data points with *R* ^2^\<0.85 (R: correlation coefficient) were excluded from further calculations, as described in \[[@CR21]\]. A temporal resolution of 1ms was achieved by a time shifted repeated acquisition of 5 CINE datasets, each at a native temporal resolution of TR =5 ms, as described in \[[@CR21]\]. Further imaging parameters were: TE =2.1 ms, FOV =22 × 22 m*m* ^2^, matrix =150 × 150, slice-thickness =0.7 mm, final resolution after zerofilling 86×86μ*m* ^2^, total acquisition time per slice: approx. 1 min. Fig. 1**a** 2D-Phase-Contrast-CINE-FLASH sequence with through-plane flow encoding. Flow-compensation was applied for all three-gradient directions. **b** Undersampling scheme for the k-t BLAST data acquisition (shown for *R*=2). The different shadings of the data points represent the different repetitions of the sequence. Altogether five repetitions, each one shifted by a temporal delay of 1 ms were, performed

k-t BLAST Acceleration {#Sec4}
----------------------

K-t BLAST acceleration was implemented according to \[[@CR23]\]. Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} [b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} schematically shows a lattice sampling pattern for an acceleration factor *r*=2. For in vivo measurements, data acquisition was accelerated by *r*=10, supplemented with a training data set of 10 centered k-space lines, leading to an effective acceleration factor of 6. The post processing of the undersampled data is described in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. After transferring the folded 3D dataset (x,y,t) into the xf-space, the data were unfolded by using a low-resolution training dataset according to the k-t BLAST reconstruction scheme. The process of unfolding data in xf-space can be described mathematically as filtering the aliased data \[[@CR23]\]: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ \boldsymbol{\rho}=\boldsymbol{M}^{2}\boldsymbol{1}^{H} \left(\boldsymbol{1}\boldsymbol{M}^{2}\boldsymbol{1}^{H}\right)^{-1} \rho_{alias}  $$ \end{document}$$ Fig. 2Post processing steps for the k-t BLAST QA-reconstruction

where *M* is a diagonal matrix with shifted versions of the undersampled training data sets along the diagonal. The resolution of the training dataset (i.e. the number of center-k-space lines) regulates the high-temporal frequency suppression in the reconstructed images (by spatially averaging high frequency effects), acting like a low pass filter on the final QA-plots. By adjusting the number of center-k-space-lines to 10 in the training dataset we could mimic the effect of the originally applied low pass filters on the QA-data \[[@CR21]\]. Thus, the total measurement time could be reduced by a factor of 6 without compromising the accuracy of the PWV calculation.

Local PWV calculation {#Sec5}
---------------------

If time dependent data for the blood volume flow Q and the aortic cross section A are available, the local PWV can be calculated as shown in \[[@CR10]\]: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ PWV=\frac{dQ}{dA} \,.  $$ \end{document}$$

This equation holds for early systolic time-points, when the flow pulse can be considered as unidirectional and reflection-free. Thus, in order to calculate the PWV, the Q(A)-curve was fitted to a line for time-points belonging to the early upstroke of the systolic flow pulse. In general, Q(t) can be measured with higher precision than A(t), since the parabolic flow profiles minimize deviations near vessel boundaries, where segmentation artefacts might occur. However, accurate cross sectional area segmentation is crucial at the limited spatial resolution, since small deviations in segmentation results can significantly distort the PWV calculation. For manual segmentation it has proven to be useful to apply a low pass filter on A(t) before calculating the PWV \[[@CR21]\].

Segmentation {#Sec6}
------------

Manual segmentation of the cross sectional area, as done in \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\], can be very time consuming and data accuracy and reproducibility can be highly dependent on the operator. In the present work, we introduce a classification method incorporating prior knowledge about the measurement process. The basic principle is to involve magnitude data from all three motion encoding data sets into the segmentation process. The segmentation is based on the assumption that the magnitude images of each of the three motion encoded data sets should lead to the same segmentation result. The segmentation process can then be formulated as an optimization problem: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\boldsymbol {\mathcal {P}}(t)=(\mathcal {P}_{1}(\tau), \mathcal {P}_{2}(\tau), \mathcal {P}_{3}(\tau)) $\end{document}$ gives the number of identified pixels in the binary masks for each flow encoding step when applying a certain threshold *τ*. The cost function represents the variance *σ* ^2^ of the threshold segmentation for the different flow encoding steps. The threshold value belonging to a minimum deviation between the flow encoding steps was found by evaluating the cost function for a given range of threshold values and numerically finding the minimum. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the course of *σ* ^2^ as a function of threshold *τ* and the representative segmentation results for the different flow encoding steps. Cross sectional area for each time frame was subsequently calculated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$ \bar {\mathcal {P}} \times $\end{document}$ Voxel_Size. Fig. 3Semi-automatic segmentation of the cross sectional area of the vessel lumen. For a given threshold the time course of the cross sectional area was automatically determined for each of the three flow encoding steps. The threshold delivering the minimal deviation between the three segmentation results was considered as the optimum result

In vivo measurements {#Sec7}
--------------------

The proposed methods were applied in two mouse groups, both at the age of 8 months (ApoE ^(−/−)^ and C57BL/6J-mice (*n*=6, *n*=4 respectively)) and compared to the method published in \[[@CR21]\]. 12 adjacent slices were acquired in the abdominal aorta. To evaluate the accuracy of the semi-automatic area segmentation, cross sectional-areas for three animals (two C57BL/6J-mice an one ApoE ^(−/−)^-mouse) at altogether 19 positions along the abdominal aorta were determined with manual and semi-automatic segmentation. Manual segmentation was done using the magnitude data of the flow compensated dataset.

Animals were anesthetized using isoflurane ((1.5--2 Vol. %) and 0~2~ (2L/min)). The mouse temperature was kept constant at 37 °C during the MR measurements by adjusting the temperature of the gradient cooling unit. All experimental procedures were in accordance with institutional and internationally recognized guidelines and were approved by the Regierung von Unterfranken (Government of Lower Franconia, Würzburg, Germany) to comply with German animal protection law. The reference number of the permit of the animal experiments is 55.2-2531.01-23/11.

Statistical analysis {#Sec8}
--------------------

Bland-Altmann analysis and a Student's paired t-test were performed to verify the agreement between fully sampled local PWV-measurements and the k-t BLAST acceleration. Statistical significance was defined as *p* \<0.05. A sample size calculation for a paired two tailed t-test yielded a sample size of n=10, with mean difference *Δ* *μ*=0.5 m/s (expected difference), *σ*=0.5 m/s (standard deviation), *p*=0.05, 1−*β*=0.8 (power).

Semi-automatic area segmentation and manual area segmentation were compared by examining 760 (19\*40) aortic vessel cross sections. Both, manual segmentation at a low resolution (86×86) *μ* *m* ^2^ (low level of zerofilling) and at a high spatial resolution (21×21) *μ* *m* ^2^ were compared with the semi-automatic segmentation approach (resolution: (21×21) *μ* *m* ^2^) to evaluate the influence of partial volume effects. A linear regression was performed to identify the concordance between the different segmentation approaches. Bland-Altmann analysis and a paired t-test were performed to identify differences in mean values of the obtained PWV measures.

T-test was also performed to compare PWV-mean values of the ApoE ^(−/−)^-animal group and the C57BL/6J-animal group.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

k-t BLAST-acceleration {#Sec10}
----------------------

To verify the agreement between fully sampled local PWV-measurements and the k-t BLAST acceleration, both measurements were applied at two randomly chosen locations along the abdominal aorta in each animal of the ApoE ^(−/−)^ and the wild-type group, respectively. All cross sectional areas were segmented manually and semi-automatically. In Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} [a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}/[b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} the results of both acquisition techniques are compared (using manual segmentation), illustrated by a Bland-Altman plot and a scatter plot. No systematic drift over the whole range of PWV-values is recognizable (Pearsons *r*=0.98, slope m ± 95% confidence interval: m =1.02±0.11). Both methods deliver PWV-values with corresponding arithmetic mean values. Fig. 4Bland-Altman plot (**a**) and scatter plot (**b**) of pulse-wave velocities obtained with k-t BLAST acceleration compared to PWV-measures from fully sampled datasets based on manual segmentation of the vessel cross section. **c**, **d** Bland-Altman plot and scatter plot of full sampled data versus undersampled data based on semi-automatic segmentation of the vessel cross section

Since the semi-automatic segmentation is not dependent on an operator input, when using this technique, there is almost no detectable difference between the accelerated and the fully sampled measurement as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} [c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}/[d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (*r*=1, m =1.00±0.02).

Repeated measurements of the local PWV at one fixed location (*n*=7) with fully sampled data acquisition (not shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) yielded a standard deviation of 0.2 m/s, which approximately corresponds to the deviation when comparing fully sampled local PWV-measurement and k-t BLAST acceleration.

Semi-automatic area segmentation {#Sec11}
--------------------------------

Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} [a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows a scattered plot of the manual segmentation versus the semi-automatic segmentation. The manual and semi-automatic segmentation methods demonstrated high agreement, but a significant bias towards higher cross-sectional areas using the semi-automatic method (Pearson *r*=0.97, y=1.2 x - 0.13 mm^2^).This bias can also be found in the PWV calculation. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} [c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the corresponding PWV-values. A small but significant difference between the mean values can be detected (paired t-test: *p* \< 0.01). Fig. 5**a**, **b** Scatter plots of the cross sectional area segmentation: manual versus semi-automatic. **a** Spatial resolution achieved by zero padding for manual segmentation: (86×86) *μ* *m* ^2^; semi-automatic segmentation: (21×21) *μ* *m* ^2^. **b** Same spatial resolution for manual and semi-automatic segmentation. **c**, **d** PWV calcualtions based on the data shown in **a**, **b** respectively

For the data presented in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} [a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}/[b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, data were zero filled to different levels of resolution. Manual segmentation was performed at a resolution of (86×86) *μ* *m* ^2^, whereas for the semiautomatic segmentation data were zero filled ending up with a resolution of (21×21) *μ* *m* ^2^. Edge-detection with low resolution data might lead to an overestimation of the cross section, in particular for late systolic time-frames when the inflow-effect leads to a strong signal enhancement. To examine if the vessel cross section was overestimated for late systolic time-frames due to lower spatial resolution, the entire manual segmentation of the 19 positions was repeated at the same high spatial resolution as used or the semi-automatic segmentation.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} [b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the corresponding scatter plot. For the high resolution comparison manual and semi-automatic segmentation methods showed a high agreement, without biased data towards higher cross-sectional areas (Pearson *r*=0.98, y=0.98 x + 0.03 mm^2^). Successively, the PWV values were calculated based on the temporal changes of flow and cross sectional areas, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} [d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. There is no significant difference of the mean values of the calculated PWV values by manual and semi-automatic methods.

In vivo study {#Sec12}
-------------

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the in vivo measurements. PWV was measured at 12 contiguous locations along the abdominal aorta as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} [a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. For each location, blood flow and cross sectional area changes were measured and successively the PWV was calculated as depicted in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} [b](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. An overview of the distribution of the single PWV-measurements can be found in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} [c](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Close to the diaphragm in the region of the upper abdominal aorta and in the vicinity of vessel branches, the vessel wall borders could not be detected reliably and thus prevent an accurate estimate for the local PWV. For these cases no data points are shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} [c](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. In particular with animals from the ApoE ^(−/−)^-group, magnitude images often were corrupted in the upper part of the abdominal aorta due to flow artefacts caused by a varying heart rate (altogether 26% of the slices were excluded from the PWV calculation). However, if evaluating mean values for each animal group, the results yield a significant (p \< 0.01) elevated PWV for the ApoE ^(−/−)^-mice. Mean PWV for the ApoE ^(−/−)^-group was measured to be (3.5 ± 0.7) m/s (mean ± standard deviation), whereas wild-type mean PWV was (2.2 ± 0.4) m/s. When considering the individual distributions of the local PWV, no formative patterns for the local elasticity could be identified in neither animal group. PWV-values in the ApoE ^(−/−)^-group however, are subject to a significant stronger form of individual fluctuations along the flow path way. This can be seen when evaluating the standard deviations for the PWV values in each animal, as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} [d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 6Results of the *in-vivo* measurements: **a** Distribution of the measurement locations to estimate the local PWV in the abdominal aorta. **b** Exemplary determination of the PWV for one measurement slice. **c** Distribution of the local-PWV measures for wild-type and ApoE ^(−/−)^-animals. **d** Standard deviation of the set of PWV-measures for each animal

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

In the present study, we introduce an improved and accelerated approach to assess the local PWV in the mouse abdominal aorta with PC-CINE-CMR. K-t BLAST acceleration allowed for data acquisition 6 times faster than with fully sampled data. K-t undersampling however, comes with the drawback of a reduced temporal resolution after reconstruction. This effect similiarly can be achieved by applying a temporal low pass filter to the final flow and cross sectional area data, respectively, as done in \[[@CR21]\]. Instead of using k-t BLAST-CMR, one could also imagine to acquire fully sampled data without the proposed interleaved acquisition scheme. This would speed up each PWV measurement by a factor of 5 and delivering data with a temporal resolution of 5 ms. Preliminary experiments however showed, that these data still are exposed to significant fluctuations and inaccuracies with the need of applying further temporal low pass filtering. k-t BLAST acceleration in combination with the semi-automatic segmentation however prevents the need of additional temporal filtering and was therefore selected to be the preferred choice to accelerate the data acquisition.

In the present paper, a 2D-multi-slice approach was preferred instead of using a 3D approach. Thus, the measurement time for one PWV data point could be kept by about 1 min. Keeping in mind that a constant heart rate is crucial for the accurate measurement of the blood flow and the cross sectional area, the short measurement time is assumed to add to the robustness of the PWV calculation. Moreover, it is now feasible to estimate local elastic properties at many distinct locations at the aorta in between one measurement session. When manually segmenting cross secional areas of the aortic vessel for each dataset however, this would lead to a high work load for the operator meaning hours of processing data for just 10 different PWV datasets. To facilitate data processing and to enhance data reliability we introduced a semi-automatic approach for segmenting cross sectional areas of the vessel lumen. The results are similar to those observed with manual segmentation, but are corrected from any operator bias. When using the manual segmentation approach *κ*=0.38 was found for the intraobserver variability (*n*=10) and *κ*=0.28 for the interobserver variability (*n*=10). For the semi-automatic approach this operator bias can be avoided almost completely. Gotschy et al. could show in phantom experiments, that when using the manual segmentation approach local CMR-PWV-measures agree with PWV-values obtained by external non-CMR reference methods \[[@CR26]\]. Thus, since the semi-automatic segmentation data matches with the manual segmentation, PWV-values obtained by the new proposed methods are assumed to provide accurate values.

The proposed measurement and postprocessing methods were applied in two small groups of 8-month old ApoE ^(−/−)^ and C57BL/6J-mice, respectively. As expected and also shown in previous studies, the total mean values for the PWV in each group are significantly different with elevated PWV values for the ApoE ^(−/−)^-group \[[@CR20], [@CR27]\]. However, the limited number of in vivo experiments, that should serve to prove the feasibility of the proposed method, did not allow to reveal any spatial patterns for the distribution of the local PWV. Especially in the upper part of the abdominal aorta, only a few data points could be obtained. The poor quality of the PC-CINE-data sets in this region can mainly be attributed to susceptibility artefacts in the proximity of the diaphragm. In the present study, a first order automatic shimming-routine was applied prior to each measurement. Thus, at lower field strengths and with an increased effort in shimming, it should be feasible to reduce susceptibility artefacts.

Yet the limited number of data-points showed a higher dispersion in the ApoE ^(−/−)^-group compared to the wild-type group. While these effects did not bear any deterministic spatial patterns, we assume that atherosclerotic effects on the vessel wall elasticity in the abdominal aorta are scattered more randomly along the vessel wall, in contrast to the existence of typical locations for lesion as for instance in the aortic arch \[[@CR28]\].

PWV was examined over a range of 12 mm in the abdominal aorta. In humans, it could be shown that the PWV increases from 4--5 m/s in the ascending aorta to 5--6 m/s in the abdominal aorta \[[@CR17], [@CR29], [@CR30]\]. This effect of increased PWV values from proximal to distal could not be confirmed with the current data. Since in humans the magnitude of this effect was about 20% from ascending to descending aorta, the smaller aortic section that was investigated in the present study is supposed to show less increase of the PWV. With the limited amount of data, this effect might be confounded by the individual error level for each PWV measurement.

Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

In summary, the in vivo experiments performed with the highly accelerated and automated new technique proposed in the present work could verify PWV values as presented in previous studies. Future work should focus on follow-up studies in the context of larger samples to potentially reveal patterns of spatial distribution of local elastic properties. In combination with the examination of local inflammatory processes and parameters describing the vessel wall mechanics, such as wall shear stress, the proposed technique would significantly add to the understanding of the pathogenesis of early atherosclerosis.
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